
The third quarter of 2022 demonstrated significant progress as Vesper works to integrate itself more 
closely with other protocols. This strategy seeks to take full advantage of the early investments Vesper 
made in auditing, quality, and overall release processes, allowing the DeFi ecosystem as a whole to inherit 
these benefits. Most importantly, and in service of this strategy, Q3-2022 saw the implementation of the 
Universal Fee (eliminating the withdrawal fee) and the partner revenue model. Details below.

Q3 Project Updates

Q3 2022

See Vesper’s Q3 2022 Summary on the next page

In collaboration with Lido Finance, Vesper launched it’s first rebasing staked 
ETH (stETH) grow pool. This enables users to take their yield bearing staked 
ETH and earn additional yield on top (paid out in stETH).

 A Frax-FraxBP Earn Pool went into beta testing during Q3. As a collaboration 
with Saddle Finance, this unique product enables Frax holders to deposit their 
Frax and earn a FraxBP (Liquidity Providing) token as yield. This translates to 
a natively yield-bearing liquidity pool, which should move into full production 
in early Q4.

Q3 Updates and News
In Q3, the Vesper team put out a proposal to the DAO 
outlining a Partner Revenue Share Framework, which would 
allow Vesper to share revenue with large depositors, outside 
organizations, and protocols who route funds through 
Vesper. This proposal was passed, and the first stage of 
technical development was completed in the last week of 
the quarter. Initial partners utilizing the framework are 
expected to launch in early Q4.

The community passed a Token Whitelisting Vote for 
16 new collateral assets, for which Vesper can create 
future Earn / Grow pools.

Vesper removed withdrawal fees for all Earn/Grow pools 
and implemented the new Revenue Model.

Decentralized Vesper’s front end for the first time by 
allowing Thor Financial to offer Vesper’s AVAX Grow Pools 
to their users through their DeFi app. Thor will also be 
participating in the revenue share framework.

Coinbase Custody added $VSP as a supported asset.

https://medium.com/vesperfinance/this-week-new-frax-to-fraxbp-earn-pair-2b05a95e9047
https://app.vesper.finance/eth/pools/0x4Dbe3f01aBe271D3E65432c74851625a8c30Aa7B
https://gov.vesper.finance/t/discussion-partner-revenue-share-framework/114
https://docs.vesper.finance/vsp-economics/revenue-model
https://snapshot.org/#/vsp.eth/proposal/0x414b692508084e9cf1a40cc4bd5a86fe362b0c0c6510253226466b21d592c018
https://twitter.com/CoinbaseAssets/status/1570856437189853184?s=20&t=K2NTmsyQz2GzJW60YQjEtw
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Q3 2022 Summary
Reporting figures were collected on September 30, 2022 at 11:00 PM UTC.

Net Native Assets
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